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The family has returned home but they had so much
fun, their heads are still on holiday. The following
morning, both dad and son leave the house in their
swimming trunks, big smiles on their face, without
a care in the world. It is however the first day back
at school. And who do they meet in the park, lying
beside the lake? The boy’s teacher, also in her
swimming costume. They’re not the only ones who
can’t say goodbye to their holidays. It only takes a
little walk outside in the stressful city to be able to
maintain that special holiday feeling.
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DADS LOST AND FOUND
Author: Eric Veillé
Illustrator: Pauline Martin
“This morning, I lost my dad. I didn’t do it
on purpose, honest. I ran about in the
street and I met a man. He said: ‘You’re in
luck. I work at the dads lost and found.’”
Thus begins an unusual adventure for a
young boy: How to find his dad in the middle of so many other dads? Dads in striped
jumpers, dads who leave crumbs on their
beard, dads who actually know how to
dance, brave dads, mad dads and even
prehistoric pops. A sweet poetic album that
plays at hide-and-seek with the reader.
5 years + • 19 x 24 cm • 40 pages • hardback • 13.90¤
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Chloé Pérarnau

PICTURE BOOKS

Chloé Perarnau

PICTURE BOOKS
HOW LONG?
Author-Illustrator: Chloé Perarnau
How long does it take to get bigger? One second – the time it takes
to blow out your birthday cake candles. How long does it take to
own up to something naughty? One hour, especially if it’s really
naughty. How long does it take to fall in love? A summer by the sea.
How long does it take to be happy? It only takes a second.
A delicate album to learn about the passage of time and savoring
the moments of life that really count.

CROCOLOU LIKES BEING BIG
Author-Illustrator: Ophélie Texier
Crocolou is a big boy and he likes to show it. He never
forgets to brush his teeth and he can almost get
dressed on his own. In the street he knows when he
has to cross the road or not. He can break eggs on
his own to make a cake. But sometimes when he tries
to be big, it only gets him into trouble.
2 years + • 19.3 x 14 cm • 32 pages • 7.70¤

4 years + • 17 x 24 cm • 32 pages • hardback • 12.90¤

022259

THE LEGEND OF THE HUMMING BIRD
Author-illustrator: Denis Kormann
In partnership with Colibris – Mouvement pour la
Terre
Preface by Pierre Rabhi

WHO WANTS TO SAVE THE CAYMANALWEYZ?
Author: Claro
Illustrator: Nathalie Choux
The caymanalweyz is a weird alligator. He sure likes to complain but he’s never nasty. For him, everything is always
wrong, that’s why he prefers to sit around and sulk on a large
pile of leaves or hide away beneath the murky swamp. One
day after a huge flood, he finds himself stuck at the top of
a mangrove, and needs someone to help him down. The
other jungle animals have no grudges to bear and decide to
lend a hand. And when they do the caymanalweyz finally
opens his big wide mouth in a big wide toothy smile.
4 years + • 26 x 21 cm • 32 pages • 13¤ approx.

An Amerindian legend has it that one day in the forest
there was a huge fire. The terrified animals could only
look on powerlessly as the disaster unfolded. All except one, the humming bird (or “colibri” in French),
who set about fetching drops of water with its beak
to douse the fire. “I know I’ll never make it by myself,
but I’ll do what I can,” he said.
5 years + • 19.5 x 24 cm • 40 pages • hardback •13¤ approx.

EVERYTHING ABOUT THE BIG BAD WOLF
Author-illustrator: Éric Veillé
Is the big bad wolf as bad as we imagine? The answer
is to be found in this funny book which sums up everything you have always wanted to know about this
terrifying animal. You will learn for example that the
big bad wolf has a big bad family, from the tiny bad
wolf who nibbles children’s feet to the really bad wolf
who eats everybody, even parents. You’ll find out ways
to get rid of the big bad wolf: by offering him tiny
shoes so he can’t run fast, or by telling teacher whenever he turns up. An essential and highly amusing
book to learn how to get rid of the big bad things in
life!
7 years + • 19x27.2 cm • 32 pages • hardback • 12¤ approx.
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PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

NACER KHÉMIR - EMRE ORHUN

THE SONG OF THE GENIES
Author: Nacer Khemir
Illustrator: Emre Orhun

LE CHANT DES GÉNIES

A poor lost peasant decides to cultivate a magic field, and the local
genies, both fortunately and unfortunately, offer to lend a helping
hand. Based on a traditional Sahel folktale, this album is recommended by the French Education Ministry for 6 and 7 year olds.
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3 years + • 15 x 19 cm • 40 pages • softback • 4.95¤
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ISSUN BOSHI – THE CHILD NO BIGGER THAN A THUMB
Authors-illustrators: Icinori
In a Japanese village, a peasant couple eager for
a child finds their prayers answered when the
mother gives birth to a little boy, so small they
call him Issun Boshi, “the child no bigger than a
thumb”. Years pass and Issun still doesn’t grow.
The world seems so huge to him that he decides
to set out on an adventure suitable for his size.
With him he takes a needle as a weapon and a
rice bowl as protection or for use as a boat. On
his way, the little boy manages to thwart the machinations of an evil ogre, and encounters the
chaos of the city. In his quest to make himself
useful, he dances and sings for a seigneur and
above all for his pretty daughter who is bored.
A traditional Japonese tale, rewritten and illustrated by the internationally renowned artist Icinori.
6 years + • 22 x 35 cm • 40 pages • hardback • 16.90¤

UNE FOIS...

In the village of Pastasi lives a pretty little girl who
never grows up. One day when she is standing on a
jetty, Zebuline falls into the Sea of Goggles, where she
discovers a wonderful world. A poetic journey into the
fantasy power of childhood. A book that won the Goncourt Prize for children’s books in 2007.

+
UNE FOIS...

+

LA TRÈS PETITE ZÉBULINE

V. Ovaldé • J. Jolivet

TINY ZEBULINE
Author: Véronique Ovaldé
Illustrator: Joëlle Jolivet

3 years + • 15 x 19 cm • 40 pages • softback • 4.95¤
30/05/13 10:38

ONE DOES PRETTY, THE OTHER DOESN’T
Author: Christophe Honoré
Illustrator: Gwen Le Gac
There are two sisters, one who loves everything
pretty, and the other who doesn’t. The first is
the elder sister who makes fun of her younger
sister’s drawings. The parents are drawn into the
debate and ultimately own up that their younger daughters’ drawings are a bit of a mess. Indeed, she is a mess, in general, AND she has
really bad taste. But what is bad taste? Apparently it doesn’t really matter. So, ok, the younger sister decides to set up Bad Taste Week when
she gets to call the shots: what clothes to wear,
what music to listen to, etc. And the whole family has to play along. But her elder sibling can’t
bear it. Why won’t anyone respect her taste for
beauty? But what is beauty after all, and who
can really define it?
7 years + • 25 x 32 cm • 32 pages • Interior cutouts and
gilt printing • hardback • 22¤
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COOKERY BOOKS

COMIC BOOKS
THE PUJOL TWINS ON A SCHOOL TRIP
Author: François Delecour
Illustrator: Sophie Chaussade
The Pujol twins are back. This time, Phil and Gilmo set out on a
trip to the countryside with their schoolfriends, and their terrible
teacher, Mr. Dictation. On their mushroom-gathering excursion
they end up exploring a cave, and their visit to a farm turns into
a goat race. When the band of buddies get it into their heads
that the mansion where they’re staying is haunted, the twins
decide to play ghosts with Mr. Dictation. A comic book offering
another round of crazy adventures with the Pujol brothers.

CHOCO DADDY COOKING
Author: Stéphane Brasca
Photographs: Elene Usdin

One dad, one or several kids and a lot of chocolate:
these are the ingredients you’ll need for these 20 original recipes to be concocted together as a family. The
photographer, Elene Usdin, has captured a bunch of
choco-daddies at work, aided by their children, to give
everyone the desire to start playing with their stoves!
7 years + • 17 x 20 cm • 56 pages • hardback • 16¤ approx.

6 years + • 18 x 24 cm • 48 pages • hardback • 12.50¤

CD-BOOKS

TÂM AND THE VOICE OF THE DRAGONS
Author: Laure Urgin
Illustrator: Marcelino Truong
Copublication with Cité de la Musique
In a Vietnamese village, Tâm and My Tiên have loved
each other since they were very young. When Tâm has
to go and live with his uncle to study, My Tiên gives him
a ring decorated with dragons. When Tâm arrives at the
house of his uncle, a bellmaker, his ring seems to be
drawn by the largest bell in the workshop. Tâm makes
up his mind to become a bellmaker and a scholar. As
the years pass, his uncle grows old and Tâm takes over
the business. He is in charge of creating one huge perfect bell. To achieve his goal he has to melt down the
most precious thing he possesses - My Tiên’s ring. A tale
on the art of Vietnamese bell making.

GAME BOOKS
PIRATES FOR SPREADING
Author-Illustrator: Eric Veillé
Cast the moorings, it’s time to get out your pencils and
pens and tackle over one hundred pages of pirate-related games and puzzles. You won’t see the time go by:
there are mazes, spot the differences, hidden words,
join the dots, coded messages, and images to observe.
There are activities to stimulate the imagination, to
encourage daydreams and to tell funny stories. We get
to luncheon with sharks, draw undersea monsters and
design the most attractive wooden legs in the world.
Hours of crazy fun, ideal for rainy days. Away boarders!
6 years + • 22 x 28 cm • 96 pages • softback • 9.90¤

5 years + • 20.5 x 20.5 cm • 40 pages • 16 ¤
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ACTIVITY BOOKS

ACTIVITY BOOKS
MUSIC IS SO EASY!
Author: Claire Laurens
Illustrator: Soledad Bravi
A small album inviting children, with the help of an adult, to
create 13 astonishing musical instruments using day-to-day
objects: musical glasses, magic maracas, an elastic guitar, a
spinning tambourine and even a didgeridoo. All you need for a
home concert!
6 years + • 18 x 18 cm • 32 pages • hardback • 8.50¤

ACTIVITIES AND FUN AT THE POMPIDOU CENTRE
Author: Cécile Guibert-Brussel
Illustrator: Stéphane Kiehl
Copublication with Editions du Centre Pompidou
What is that weird building in the middle of Paris?
It has a see-through metallic structure, big colorful
pipes, and an escalator up the outside. It’s the
Pompidou Centre of course. This activity book focuses on the Centre’s unique architecture but also
on its surroundings, through original activities.
Children get to understand its location and history,
to understand and play with the color code of its
pipes and ducts, to create a model of the building,
to invent a logo to represent it, to decode the pictograms of its signposting and to find 7 differences
between a photograph of the Pompidou Centre by
day and by night.
6 years + • 18 x 21 cm • 48 pages • softback • 10.90¤

PLAY WITH THE ETRUSCANS
Author: Lucie Streiff-Rivail
Illustrator: Guillaume Reynard
Copublication with Louvre-Lens
This book invites younger readers to discover the various works of
the civilization which populated a part of Italy before being romanized in the 1st century BC. There are creative activities based on
works and artifacts. The book will also give parents an entertaining
introduction to the Etruscans’ works.

ROUND MY WAY –
AN ACTIVITY BOOK TO TELL ABOUT ONE’S HOUSE
AND ITS SURROUDINGS
Author: Christine Dodos-Ungerer
Illustrator: Cécile Gambini

5 years + • 18 x 21 cm • 48 pages • softback with flaps • 14¤ approx.

Adèle introduces us to her old apartment building
and the inhabitants of her district. Page-by-page
we discover the daily lives of each and we explore
the nooks and crannies of Adèle’s little world. An
activity book where children can have fun designing the bedroom of their dreams, redecorate
Mme Petitpas’ apartment, plant flowers in the
communal garden and reconstruct their own local
communities. There are stickers, stories to tell and
pictures to color in and complete to encourage
young readers to bring their own neighborhoods to
life and develop a fresh perspective of their community.
7 years + • 25 x 32 cm • stapled album including sheet of stickers •
48 pages • softback • 14¤
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NOVELS

NOVELS

KID’S NOVELS

TEEN NOVELS

6 years + • 12.3 x 18 cm • 40-48 pages • ¤8

ONE DAY I’LL GO GET MY PRINCE ON MY SKATEBOARD
Author: Jo Witek
MY LIFE IS A SHAMBLES
Author: Jo Witek
Illustrator: Amandine Laprun
Everything is topsy-turvy in Bob’s home. His family is moving house.
His parents have promised: “You’ll see, it’ll be great,” but Bob is skeptical. That’s exactly what they said when Bob’s little sister Clara arrived. It wasn’t easy changing rooms, and having your daily routine and
little habits turned upside down. If only Bob’s parents took the time
to reassure him. But no. Because of all the work, it is impossible to
grab five minutes for a hug, a story or a tickle fight. Bob and his little
sister decide to take things into their own hands to attract their parents’ attention.

It’s not easy to play it cool when you really want to kiss a boy.
But resistance is exactly Freda’s goal. She intends to stay
young, free and single: no boys until high school. There’s no
way you’ll catch her dolling herself up and playing it enigmatic
to seduce her prince charming. Freda would rather forget the
fairy tales and all the other disappointing twaddle to burn up
the sidewalk on her skateboard. The summer of her 14th
birthday, her grandfather is ill and her family gathers at his
bedside. It is the first time in years that the whole family has
come together and Freda meets Diana, her youngest aunt and
godmother. To Freda, Diana reveals the huge secret of her
own birth: as the offspring of the relationship between Freda’s
grandfather and his servant, she was an illegitimate child.
Freda and the rebellious Diana immediately hit it off and they
team up together to confront their own fears. Thanks to
Diana, Freda manages to develop confidence in herself. As
she gets a grip on her life she meets Jeremy – at the skate
park, naturally.

DOUBLE GAME
Author: Jean-Philippe Blondel
Quentin has been expelled from his high school and sent to a
well-to-do middle class high school in the centre of town. He
comes from a much more modest background to his new classmates, and feels like he is a stranger in his new environment.
In his class, most students do theater lessons with Mrs. Fernandez, the French teacher. Quentin becomes fascinated by
this charismatic woman and decides to sign up for the class
where he is cast in the role of Tom in Tennessee Williams’ Glass
Menagerie. Quentin slowly accepts to lower his guard and question his own judgement and gradually he learns the codes of
his new environment. In the process, he spends less time with
his old friends and family, and begins to feel torn between two
worlds, an anxiety wich is echoed in Tennessee Williams’ play.
Between life and rehearsals, the actor and his character, the
boundaries get blurred. Finally, Quentin realizes he only has
one choice: to become and actor.

DOUB LE JEU

Leo, Louis, and Leo are wary. Their mom has a new boyfriend. The kids
have decided that there is no way this new sweetheart is going to meddle with their life as a foursome. They have only one solution to get rid
of the annoying intruder: cook him the worst dinner he has ever had.
And to make their mission successful, they’re definitely not short of
ideas: so they empty the salt-cellar into the artichoke soup and half
the pepperpot into the spaghetti bolognaise, then slip vinegar into the
wine. And abracadabra, Mom’s new boyfriend disappears. But when
they hear the door slam, they are overcome with remorse. How ever
are they going to make amends?

JEAN-PHILIPPE BLONDEL

13 years + • 13.5 x 21.5 cm • 128 pages • 11¤

THE SWEETHEART HUNT
Author: Gilles Abier
Illustrator: Benoît Perroud

15 years + • 13.5 x 21.5 cm • 144 pages. • 11¤
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NOVELS

NON FICTION

MY REPUTATION
Author: Gaël Aymon
The 15-year-old Laura prefers the company of boys: Jimmy, Sofiane and Theo. All those rehearsed facial expressions and pajama parties are not really her cup of tea. But when she ignores
Sofiane’s advances, her friends turn their back on her and Laura
finds herself isolated and vulnerable.
Alone in class, alone in the canteen, alone in the corridors, she
discovers rumors circulating about her on the social networks,
rumors that escalate until Laura’s is totally alone. Until the day
she meets Josephine, another lonely, marginal student like her,
who helps her lift her head up and denounce the harassment of
which she is a victim.
A powerful and relevant novel examining the problems inherent
in the social networks.
15 years + • 13.5 x 21.5 cm • 104 pages • 10.50¤

TEEN THRILLERS
HELL STYLE
Author: Anthony Pastor
At the entrance to a wood in an isolated village, a young girl is
attacked. In the absence of witnesses, local residents and the
police suspect her boyfriend, Kevin. Just before the attack, a
neighbor caught the couple rowing. One of Kevin’s ex-girlfriends
has already accused him of violence in the past, and the young
man makes the perfect suspect. Kevin’s sister, Kimberley, however, is convinced of her brother’s innocence. Kimberley is a
small girl with a fiery temperament who fears no one, dresses as
a Goth and goes by the name of Kim Lee. Despite the virulence
of the gossip and rumors, Kimberley stubbornly leads her own
enquiry to clear her brother’s name.
14 years + • 13.5 x 21.5 cm • 160 pages approx. • 12¤ approx.

“ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS A FOREST”
With his new film, Il était une forêt, (Once upon a time there was forest), which will be released in November, Luc Jacquet takes us on an extraordinary journey to the depths of the
tropical forest. For the first time, a tropical forest grows before our eyes. The film offers an
exceptional vision of a wild world in its original form, in perfect balance where each organism has an essential role to play.

THE MOABI, KING OF THE TREES – A WORD BOOK
A picture book with magnificent pictures introducing younger children to the vocabulary of
the forest: root, trunk, branches, soil, and canopy present the king of the trees, the magnificent moabi. A book for discovering the wonderful wealth of the tropical forest.
3 years + • 16.5x16.5 cm • 24 pages • cardboard • 6.50¤

ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS A FOREST
A small and delightful illustrated book introducing children to the
fascinating story of the birth of a tropical forest, as recounted in
Luc Jacquet’s film. Illustrated with original photos and images extracted from the film, the book relives the seven hundred years of a
forest’s development, witnessing the burgeoning and growth of
trees, the ways they defend themselves against intruders, travel,
communicate and die. A real saga.
5 years + • 19 x 15 cm • 32 pages • softback • 4.95¤

THE DOCUMENTARY BOOK OF LUC JACQUET’S FILM
Authors: Luc Jacquet and Francis Hallé
This work takes us on an incredible journey, lasting seven centuries, following the birth, growth and death of the equatorial forest, in the course
of which we discover incredible characters: a strangler fig tree, the Cecropia and its ants, the messenger elephant, and many more. Enhanced
with scientific explanations and illustrated with incredible pictures, the
book resonates with all the emotion and detail of Luc Jacquet’s film.
9 years + • 22 x 28 cm • 72 pages • hardback • 14¤

THE MAN WHO DREW TREES
Author-illustrator: Frédérick Mansot
Each morning, Mr. Francis takes his pencils and a huge sheet of paper,
leaves his house and takes the small path leading to the tropical forest.
There he settles in to draw the beauty of the vegetation that spreds before
him. One day, the growling of bulldozers disturbs the multi-secular tranquility of the forest. The landscape turns black and everything appears to
be dead. Despair hangs in the air. When suddenly white flowers fall, green
shoots appear. Thanks to the invincible moabi, the forest comes back to
life. Mr. Francis looks on, moved, at the incredible spectacle of rebirth before him.
A previously unpublished story inspired by Luc Jacquet’s film and its narrator Francis Hallé.
7 years + • 25 x 32 cm • 32 pages • hardback • 14.80¤
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NON FICTION

NON FICTION

“STEP-BY-TINY-STEP”

“STEP-BY-STEP ”

6 years + • 14 x 20 cm • 32-40 pages • 6.80 euros

9 years + • 16.5 x 24.5 cm • 72 pages • 12.70¤

A new collection for Actes Sud Junior aimed at children 5-7 years old, in which younger
children discover fundamental themes relating to the discovery of the self and world.
The content is serious, the explanations simple and the illustrations are both precise and
funny to enlighten and interest children.

EGYPT STEP-BY-TINY-STEP
Author: Aude Gros de Beler
Illustrator: Aurélien Débat
What was life on the banks of the River Nile like several thousand
years ago? From the daily lives of peasants, scribes and artisans to
the fascinating history of the pharaohs, this book takes younger
children on a journey into the heart of Egyptian civilization.

WAR AND PEACE STEP-BY-STEP
Author: Véronique Corgibet
Illustrator: Cléo Germain
The history of humanity has been marked by periods of conflict, truces
and peace. There have been wars of religion, conquest, independence,
civil wars and colonial wars. This work offers a panorama of the different
causes and forms of conflict, but also the political, economic, social
and military upheavals caused by war. War is synonymous with human
loss and extreme violence and gradually laws have been applied so that
a form of justice might prevail. The work looks at the various measures
that have been implemented to limit war crimes, and protect civil populations, refugees and prisoners as well as the various measures taken
to maintain peace. The failure of recently created institutions such as
the United Nations highlights just how fragile the process is.

“WHO WERE YOU?”
THE FOREST STEP-BY-TINY-STEP
Authors: Jean-Benoît Durand and Georges Feterman
Illustrator: Robin Gindre
All you need to know about trees and forests: the different forests of the
world, the role of trees in the life of planets, forest-related professions,
and the discovery of its flora and fauna.

AMERINDIANS STEP-BY-TINY-STEP
Author: Sophie Lamoureux
Illustrator: Vincent Caut
How did the Amerindians live? A work introducing
younger children to their ways of life and customs: bison hunting, smoke signals, the art of
war, children’s’ education and ritual dances.

9 years + • 12.3 x 18 cm • 128 pages • ¤8
NAPOLEON
Author: Philippe Lechermeier
Illustrator: Anne Simon
The king is dead. Danton is dead. Robespierre is dead. Everybody is dead.
The revolution is never ending. There are fears of a return to the old order.
To avoid catastrophe, an intelligent, generous general is needed, who can
rule over the land with an iron-fist, while holding onto the advances of the
French Revolution. How about that guy from Corsica? Napoleon Bonaparte
was a military genius, a genius in communications and a leader. He was
also the perfect go-to-guy for the situation. The General revolutionized
France and sent shockwaves through Europe, and became the most emblematic figure of French history.

“THOSE WHO SAID NO”
12 years + • 11 x 17.6 cm • 96 pages • Softback • ¤8

INVENTIONS STEP-BY-TINY-STEP
Author: Véronique Corgibet
Illustrator: Laurent Kling
From smaller to bigger discoveries, this work
looks at the technical and technological progress
that has improved our quality of life over the
centuries.

16

NO TO INDIFFERENCE
Authors: Murielle Szac, Gérard Dhôtel, Elsa Solal, Nimrod,
Jessie Magana and Maria Poblete.
After the 2012 publication of “No to individualism”, six authors
of the collection gathered for a residency to find their collective
voice to express their solidarity and sound out a resounding “No”
to the scourge of indifference.

17

NON FICTION
FASHION UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
Author: Florence Pinaud
Over the centuries, the role of clothing and its manufacture has greatly
changed. From the first knitted wool fabrics to modern textiles via designers’ and celebrities’ eccentricities, this book draws up an original
and detailed portrait of clothing. We set off behind the scenes of the
fashion industry to discover the various professions involved, from
simple tailoring to the world of haute couture, as well as the evolution
of canons of beauty and trends.
9 years + • 25 x 32 cm • 96 pages • softback with flaps • 19¤

THE VOICE
Author: Dominique Souton
Illustrator: Aurore Petit
In partnership with the Cité des Sciences de la Villette
Dès la naissance, nous produisons des sons
afin de communiquer avec nos proches.
Et miracle, ça marche ! Notre voix peut moduler ces sons,
articuler des mots, être chuchotée, être chantée…
Au plus près de nos émotions, elle nous ressemble
et nous identifie. Par quel mécanisme est-elle émise ?
Comment la préserver ? Comment les chanteurs
font-ils de leur voix un instrument qui
nous touche au plus profond de nous ?

Dominique Souton • Aurore Petit

NON FICTION

In this work we discover the physiological aspects of the mechanism that produces the voice but also the various types
of voice and what they can reveal of a personality. The voice
is also a means of expression: the babbling of a baby, the
breaking voice of puberty, accents as social and geographical markers, and the communication of emotions. When
voices aren’t speaking they can sing in many different ways,
along with different styles of music.
Pour découvrir un organe intime
que nous utilisons presque sans y penser…

XX €

www.cite-sciences.fr
www.actes-sud-junior.fr

9 782330 024369

9 years + • 18 x 18 cm • 80 pages • hardback with flaps • 18¤ approx.

SUPERSTAR INSECTS
Authors: Antonio Fischetti and Sol Camacho-Schlenker
Illustrators: Ale + Ale
Insects, those tiny worrying and often unappetizing creatures,
are spotlighted in this spectacular documentary. Here we discover that they are capable of developing surprising faculties to
survive. While the bad reputation of some, such as mosquitoes
and Tse-tse flies, is often well-founded, others can be useful,
such as the “police insects”, the maggots and flies on a dead
body that help pinpoint the time of death. Others meanwhile
have a role to play in preserving the environment. There are also
more unusual categories: “musician insects” – the cricket and
the cicada, “celebrity insects” – a cockroach called Hitler, “medical insects” – the saliva of the maggot used to combat germs,
and many more besides. A fascinating inventory, which will help
us consider insects with a little more respect.
9 years + • 25 x 32 cm • 80 pages • hardback • 18¤

ESSAY
ALBUM[S]
Author: Sophie Van Der Linden
Artistic director: Olivier Douzou
Coedition with Encore une fois – Éditions De Facto
At the beginning, the page of an album is blank. On this page are inscribed texts and images. Their combinations form infinite possibilities,
creating a vast scope for creation. Departing from the blank page,
Album[s] explores the multiple aspects of creation. Using a vast range
of examples to focus on the many forms an album can take, the work
offers an original synthesis of its founding principles, of its inner mechanisms and evolutions, up to the most recent. This attractive album
about albums offers an original concept and spotlights an inventive
critical perspective.
23 x 28 cm • Softback • 144 pages • 30¤ approx.

CHILDREN’S RIGHTS, STRAIGHT AHEAD !
Author: Gérard Dhôtel
In partnership with Unicef
The International Convention for Human Rights is a seminal text,
adopted on 20 November 1989 by the United Nations General
Assembly. Every child has the right to a name, enough to eat, a
decent education, as well as the right to respect, protection and
freedom of expression. What is the situation in the world today?
The book discusses each right in turn, which is then placed in
specific geographical and social contexts through a short story.
The story is accompanied by a map of the country concerned as
well as a double documentary page, a kind of inventory of how
this right is respected on a world scale.
9 years + • 18 x 23.5 cm • hardback • 64 pages • 15.50¤
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